
From fine art to fine spray paint machines, a loss might not be insured 
 
Is all your community property covered by your insurance? Here's some of the things you'll 
want to look out for... 
 

 

A broad commercial insurance policy for multi-unit residential complexes typically includes a property 
component that insures owners, property managers and associations for damage to or loss of business 
personal property. This insurance, often called “contents coverage,” is normally written to insure 
furniture, lighting, office equipment, and other materials needed for running the housing complex. 
  
While lawn maintenance equipment, poolside furniture, and lobby accoutrements are often included 
under an apartment building or condominium insurance policy’s contents coverage, it is wise to 
carefully check the details. Certain pieces of artwork, especially those of high value, and some types 
of maintenance equipment could be excluded or require higher limits of coverage. 
  
For example, consider a $5,000 commercial paint sprayer that might be housed in your maintenance 
shed for repainting units when a resident leaves. If that paint sprayer were to malfunction and require 
repairs at an off-premises shop, would you have insurance for it during transport to and from the 
repair facility? What about expensive pneumatic tools that are often kept in a work truck owned by 
your complex, but that travel with your workers when they head out for lunch off-site or go to buy 
supplies at the local hardware store? If the tools were stolen or damaged en route, would your 
contents insurance still pay for repair or replacement? 
  
Inland marine insurance is often needed for coverage for mobile equipment owned by a multi-unit 
habitational business. Such a policy enhancement adds protection for items that are mobile, even 
when they are moved off of your named premises. 
  
This kind of policy can also insure high-value artwork that falls outside the protection offered by a 
standard business personal property insurance policy. Many apartment and condo buildings these days 
beautify their lobbies with numbered art or pieces of sculpture that exceed the value covered by their 
standard property insurance. In older buildings, there can be very valuable ironwork, tile and glass 
that would require very expensive craftsmen and supplies to repair or replicate if damaged or 
destroyed. It could be the case that your property insurance isn’t geared for such an expense. An 
inland marine policy that covers art is typically the answer. 
  
A policy would be written under consultation with an expert in the field of art—be that mosaic tile, 
carved woodwork, or modern sculpture—and the policy might even include coverage for pre-
catastrophe preservation in events that are known to be a danger, such as wildfires and windstorms. 
It often includes expert packaging, shipping and storage of movable items to protect them from 
known, imminent risks. 
  
Commercial inland marine insurance can provide that extra layer of protection for your building’s 
special, valuable property that could fall outside standard property contents coverage. Talk to your 
broker about your mobile property and any high-value artwork or artisan-crafted contents you have to 
see if they fall outside your business property policy and require a special endorsement or scheduling. 
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